ABSTRACT. We examine finite dimensional compact convex metric spaces each having the property that the union of two line segments in the space, having more than one point in common, is a line segment. The question has been asked (Borsuk; Bing) whether each such space is a cell. The answer is yes if the dimension of the space is < 2 (Lelek and Nitka) or 3 (Rolfsen).
Throughout the remainder of this paper we assume that d is a ß-metric.
It might be well to indicate here the general thrust of the arguments to follow. Suppose, for the moment, that X is finite dimensional.
We will construct in X a convex cell / with a nonvoid interior. We then collapse X into / by means of a 1-1 function which takes d(X) onto bdry / . In order to establish the continuity of / we establish two important properties of <?(X). One is that any ray from a nonrim point of X to a rim point contains no other rim point. The second is that t?(X) is closed. The remaining arguments are directed toward constructing the cell mentioned above and toward establishing these two properties of diX).
Proposition 6. // A is a convex subset of X and p e X -A, then Lip, A)
is convex.
It follows from the continuity of X that if A is closed, Lip, A) is closed.
Theorem 3. Suppose p and q are distinct points of X, and a e X is not on the maximal line segment containing p and q. (It follows from Propositions 3 and 6 and Theorem 2 that Lía, Lip, »)) is a convex 2-cell.) Then each maximal line segment in the 2-cell A = Lía, Lip, q)) has its endpoints on the boundary of the cell.
Proof. Suppose Lis, w ) is a maximal segment in A with s t bdry (A). Choose a point w ¿s with w e Lis, w ) and w 4 bdry (A). Then Liw, s) is a maximal ray from w.
Define F: bdry (A) x [0, l] -* A as follows: Fix, t) = y where y € Liw, x) and diy, x)/diw, x) = t. Then F is a contraction of the boundary of A to w. Now Fix, t) ¿ s tot any ix, t); tot otherwise s e L(x, w), and hence, since x j¿ s, Liw, s) is a proper segment of Liw, x), contradicting the maximal property of Liw, s).
Hence we have a contraction of bdry A to a point in A -\s j, which is impossible.
It follows from the above theorem that diA) C bdry A. Theorem 5 asserts f3(A) = bdryz4. Theorem 9. // X is finite dimensional, then X is homeomorphic to an n-cell for some « > 1.
Proof. The proof is similar in many respect to that of Theorem 8. Now we define /: X -» / as follows: /(«") = «n; and if x ¡¿ an, let L(a , xQ) be the maximal ray in X from an through x and Lian, yQ) = ¡n n L(an, xQ) where xQ£ 0X and yQ £ dl n, then fix) is that point on £-("", y0) which is the image of x under the mapping which takes Lian, xQ) linearly on LÍan, yQ) with fía) = an and /(xQ) = yQ.
